Abstract Ultrasound-guided regional block (UGRA) of peripheral nerves is now common practice. Nerves, muscle, blood vessels and circumferential perineural spread of local anaesthetic are all seen in real time. However, the utility of B-Mode ultrasound may be limited when adjacent tissues have similar acoustic properties, and several diverse approaches have been taken to improve tissue contrast, particularly in cancer imaging. Examples include: 3D and 4D imaging, software modifications such as harmonics and beam steering, and clinical measurement of the fundamental properties of tissue such as stress and strain. Despite incorporation of new ultrasound technologies into cancer imaging, the practice of UGRA remains restricted to B-Mode ultrasound. Therefore, the objective of this review is to describe the principles of advanced ultrasound technologies, their application to cancer imaging, and their potential use within UGRA.
Introduction
Use of medical ultrasound can be traced back to as early as the Second World War, but it was not until the 1950s that the work of Professor Ian Donald from Glasgow led to development in technology, its application giving birth to diagnostic medical ultrasound. In the following two decades, commercial ultrasound gained more widespread use. The introduction of microchip technology and more powerful signal processing by computers has revolutionised various aspects of ultrasound imaging. It was not until l994 that the use of ultrasound for regional anesthesia (supraclavicular block) was reported by Kapral et al. [1] .
Since then, ultrasound is the only practical imaging modality that has been widely used to guide clinical practice while performing regional anesthesia. The obvious disadvantage of poor image quality with increasing depth and varying tissue characteristics demands the development of new technologies to overcome this problem. Furthermore, ultrasound-guided regional anesthesia is a dynamic process requiring real-time imaging. There are different variables influencing the quality of image which include operator skill, tissues characteristics (age, increasing body mass index, etc.), and echogenicity of the needles being used.
Ultrasound images are formed from reflected echoes of ultrasound waves from tissues/boundaries which depends on its acoustic impedance (AI). AI is determined by density and stiffness of tissue. Biological tissue is more complex, with different physical properties such as density, stiffness, porosity, permeability, etc. Tissues with different values for each of these properties lie next to each other, influencing the reflection of waves and in turn images that are finally acquired.
In the following discussion, we will consider different aspects of image-guided regional anesthesia that have been considered for improvements. These are (a) Ultrasound transducers and image processing:
impulse generation, beam steering, compound imaging, harmonics, multidimensional imaging.
(b) Different imaging modalities: sonoelastography (strain and shear) and acoustic radiation force imaging (ARFI). (c) Needle guidance: echogenic needles, GPS needle guidance, electromagnetic needle tracking systems.
Advances in Image Processing and Ultrasound Transducer Technology
Harmonics Experiments involving contrast microbubbles have demonstrated non-linear vibration when exposed to ultrasound waves, resulting in distortion of sound waves that are multiples of base frequency, i.e., much higher frequencies known as Harmonics [2] . This happens more in the center of the beam which is energy dense than at the periphery of the beam where there is more scattered energy. This behaviour is also true with respect to human tissue. Selectively eliminating the harmonics gives a clearer image with better tissue penetration, as the less distorted wave is allowed to propagate through the tissue. In commercial ultrasound, the second harmonic is most commonly used with filters to reduce the other fundamental and higher frequencies. The resultant ultrasound beam is narrower and provides better resolution [3] . The benefits of harmonics to regional anesthesia are two-fold. Since harmonics also arise from tissues and are not generated by the ultrasound machine, artifacts from muscle, fat, and connective tissue can be reduced, and images from deeper tissues requiring low frequency ultrasound can have better resolution. Transducers with a broader bandwidth are desirable for use in regional anesthesia since they are able to accommodate both the fundamental and higher order frequencies. For example, ultrasound for deeper structures such as the sciatic nerve uses a fundamental frequency of 6 MHz and a first-order frequency of 12 MHz.
Electronic Beam Steering
Phased array transducers, otherwise known as beamsteering arrays, emanate fan-shaped A-lines, the apex of which lie at the center of the transducer giving rise to a sector scan format. The construction of phased array transducers is similar to linear array transducers except that a lens is added to provide a degree of focusing in the scan plane to augment electronic focusing. This means that the transmission focus need not be directly in front of the transmitting element as long as the beam can diverge enough to allow sound to reach it. There are two types of transducers that are mainly used to obtain 3D images. The first type is a mechanical 3D transducer which is constructed in such a way that an array transducer is swivel-mounted within a compartment of ultrasound coupling fluid. This enables the moving array transducer to sweep for information at 90°to the plane being imaged. This process is repeated at adjacent angles and summated to obtain 3D information. The 4D images obtained by using a mechanical transducer are of poorer quality, as the speed of data acquisition is limited by the time taken for the array to sweep across the volume of interest, the angular separation between acquired images, and the computational power of the ultrasound system
The second type of 3D transducer is the newer electronic matrix transducer. In this transducer, several thousand piezoelectric elements are laid out in a 2D matrix. Beam steering technology is applied to a group of elements to obtain small pyramid-like volumes of information. The speed of data acquisition is limited inherently by the speed of sound. This type of image acquisition also benefits from ''compounding'' of data to reduce speckle noise. Similarly, software programming of element firing sequences can alter echo transmission timings and ''bend'' beams around corners (beam steering [4] ) such as with 3D and 4D transthoracic echocardiography [5] .
3D images can be displayed either as a multi-planar views or as rendered views. In the multi-planar views, three separate 2D planes with the capacity to move perpendicular to each other are displayed.
Volume rendering or shaded surface display uses digital means of boundary identification between surface of the object and adjacent tissue/medium. Visualisation of data in this way on a 2D screen gives an illusion of 3D by optimising projection techniques and surface shadowing. One of the more common applications of this kind of visualisation is in fetal and cardiac imaging where there is a good contrast between fluid and tissue. The science that underpins rendering has emanated from Pixar and the computer games industry.
Three-and four-dimensional imaging has been recently introduced to UGRA (Fig. 1) , but unfortunately 3D imaging has thus far only offered limited extra information. Axillary [6] and infraclavicular [7] blocks have been conducted with 3D ultrasound, and it has been used to describe paravertebral [8] and sciatic nerve [9] anatomy. Low frequency bulky probes that are cumbersome to use and which produce poor resolution images that require significant amount of post-scan processing have limited the use of 3D imaging in regional anesthesia. Introduction of higher frequency electronic 2D phased arrays will allow better resolution of more superficial structures and stimulate research into the role of 3D and 4D technology, and determine its place in the practice of ultrasound guided regional anesthesia.
Other Imaging Modalities
Application of force to a material leads to compression or change in the length of the material, and the magnitude of this depends on its elasticity. This property of tissues has been used to assess masses by manual palpation. An objective measurement of tissue elasticity can be performed by use of ultrasound, assuming there is a linear relationship between stress or the force applied and the resultant strain.
Elastic behaviour of tissue can be described by the following simple equation:
Stress=strain ¼ constant where stress is the force applied across a unit area and strain is the resultant change in length.
Elastography can be described as ultrasound techniques used to measure stiffness or elasticity of tissue after application of a stress and measure or depict the resultant change in the tissue. Elastography is the radiological equivalent of palpation in clinical practice which provides the clinician with a great deal of information regarding a tissue mass.
The constant in the above equation is referred to as Young's modulus (E). There are other elastic moduli described such as Shear modulus and Bulk modulus, and all three are mathematically related and may be used to calculate the other (Table 1) .
Strain Elastography
Hooke's law states that strain is proportional to stress and strain may be a valuable surrogate of tissue elasticity [10 •• ]. With strain elastography, radiofrequency waves are compared before and during probe compression and displayed as a colour elastogram [11] . Tissue stiffness can be colour-coded ranging from hard to soft.
Local anesthetic-induced tissue displacement is visualised as yellow, red, and orange colours [12 •• ] (Fig. 2) . The advantage of introducing colour is that spread of fluid is seen around nerves and blood vessels as well as in areas that would otherwise not be noticed. However, the area of strain does not necessarily equate to the area of fluid spread and poor images of static anatomy, and the degree of strain theoretically would be less with increasing depth. In order to quantify strain elastography images, a calculation of normalised brightness of the regular grey-scale image enables quantitative interpretation of the enhanced elastography pictures [13] .
Shear Wave Elastography
Alternatively, transverse shear waves may be generated by ultrasound focused into a cone-like shape, transmitted at very high speeds (Supersonic Imagine, Aix-en-Provence, France) and detected by high frequency tracking devices in the probe. Like ARFI, shear wave speed is directly proportional to the elasticity of tissue and visualised as colour maps of tissue elasticity.
Measurement of Young's modulus is repeatable and reproducible when used to diagnose breast cancer [14 • ]. Moreover, diagnosis of hard lesions such as breast cancer using shear wave elastography has a high sensitivity and specificity. Application of shear wave elastography to UGRA shows peripheral nerves as distinct coloured lesions, differentiating nerve from surrounding tissue both in cadavers [15] and humans [16] (Fig. 3) . Young's modulus in patients is four times higher over nerves (15-25 kPa) compared to extraneural tissue or muscles, and, thus, compared to B-Mode imaging, appears to be a more sensitive means of differentiating between tissue types. Although fluid does not transmit shear waves, local anesthetic appears as a black distinct area.
Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse Imaging
Acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) imaging imparts a mechanical force to tissues in order to move tissue only a few microns in distance [17 • ]. Like the ripples propagating in all directions from a stone thrown into a pool of water, transverse shear waves move in all directions from a central focus of energy. Stiffer, denser tissues are associated with higher shear wave velocities. Using this technology, both nerves and needles are clearly differentiated from surrounding soft tissue [18] . Unfortunately, side effects include transducer heating and motion artifacts in proximity to arteries. ARFI is now commercially available (Acuson c3000; Siemens, CA, USA) and will increasingly be used for many clinical applications.
Needle Guidance
Traditional smooth-surfaced regional anesthesia needles are difficult to see during B-Mode ultrasound [19] . Needles are best seen when directed precisely along the beam of the ultrasound probe, at a small angle relative to the skin. However, maintaining the orientation of the needle exactly in line with the beam is difficult, and minor misalignments may be associated with profound loss of needle visibility. Therefore, the ideal needle visibility or needle guidance system should be independent of such constraints and be able to visualise needles irrespective of angle or orientation, yet still retain the ''feel'' of traditional needles as they pass through tissue planes.
''Echogenic'' needles have recently introduced into clinical practice and are characterised by a textured surface with circumferential reflectors separated by a non-echogenic gap [20] . (Pajunk, Germany, and Braun, Sheffield, UK). Studies in cadavers and patients show improved needle visibility independent of needle orientation or angle. However, clinical experience of needles with reflectors not protected by a plastic coat is that patients feel more pain, although this has not yet been investigated within a clinical study. The pressing clinical need for accurate cancer biopsy and diagnosis and precise dissection of tumours during surgery has stimulated the development of needle guidance systems. The technical hurdles of ultrasound-guided regional anesthesia are not dissimiliar to those encountered during cancer needle biopsy. However, UGRA is a much more dynamic process associated with tissue dissection, local anesthetic perineural injection and displacement of nerves.
Two technological developments are now available to the anesthetist, both based on electromagnetic technology.
GPS Needle Guidance System
The Sonix GPS needle guidance system (Ultrasonix, Vancouver, Canada) consists of a transmitter and sensors at the needle tip and in the transducer allowing real-time tracking in three dimensions. Pre-procedure, the sensor needle is positioned in-plane to the ultrasound probe and a target selected. Orientation bars (where green represents good orientation and red represents poor orientation) aid needle progression through tissue. The potential advantages of SonixGPS are that the optimal needle angle is decided before insertion, potentially reducing the number of needle passes and tissue damage, the needle tip is seen irrespective of plane or angle, and that it is applicable to linear and curvilinear transducers. Preliminary studies have shown electromagnetic guidance to be accurate for liver biopsy [21] and spinal anesthesia [22] , but evidence for other types of regional anesthesia is lacking.
Electromagnetic Needle Tracking
An alternative electromagnetic needle tracking system (eTRAX, Civco) has been designed to fit a variety of ultrasound probes from major manufacturers (Esaote, GE, and Siemens), and has a wide applicability including cancer biopsy and fluid drainage. It consists of a sterile, reusable coaxial needle with a sensor at the tip fitted onto the mount area of a custom-made ultrasound bracket. A biopsy needle is passed through the needle. The manufacturers claim realtime visibility of needle trajectory before and during needle placement. As yet, studies have been successfully conducted in a live pig model [23, 24] , but not in UGRA.
Summary and Conclusions
The future of ultrasound holds great promise. Ultrasound technology providing resolution to at least 20 lm is available in bio-engineering laboratories, and is already being used to visualise and measure the properties of tissue [25] . For surgery, it is envisioned that electromagnetic (EM) tracking will be fused with other modalities such as CT or MRI [24] [25] [26] . Already, a commercial high-end ultrasound system is able to link CT images of prostate cancer to ultrasound images for needle biopsy. For patients undergoing ultrasound guided regional anesthesia, benefits will be derived in some part from design and production of anesthesia-specific ultrasound probes, software modifications enabling clear visibility of non-echogenic needles in colour, and from advances in ultrasound guided cancer biopsy. Rather than attempt to develop ultrasound in order to visualise deep structures, research is ongoing designing high frequency needles which incorporate ultrasound elements at their tip. Miniature ultrasound probes integrated within needles will enable clinicians to image regions such as the epidural space or perineural spaces and identify tissue morphology from within the tissue region of interest.
